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FORDNEY ACT

IS
$280,000,000
GERATER THAN WAS
ANTICIPATED

PASSES HOUSE

DEFICIT

FINAL VOTE WAS 289 FOR
AND 126 AGAINST
THE BILL '

V- -

r

A HUGE COST NEXT SEASON

OIL AKD COTTON ON FREE LIST

The Book of the Shipping Board are
in a Bad Condition According to
Statement of Lasker After He
Had Made Investigation

The Clause Which Called For an Embargo on Dyes Was Lost, Also
Hides Are Not Dutiable As
Swift Ballot Is Made

Washington Operations
of
the
shipping board's fleet for the fiscal
year just ended, resulted In a loss of
approximately J380.O00.O0O. Chairman
Lasker of the board announced. This
deficit was greater by $307,000,000
previous estimates , from
official
sources and was made 'following an
examination of all board accounts.
Armed with authority from President Hading to "yank the lid off the
entire shipping siuation,' he r.ummon-enewspaper correspondents to his
office. There he threw onto his desk
for the American, public the figures
showing that the shipping board despite camouflage showing expenditures
of 199,518,000 actually "went through"
$680,000,000 during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1921.
Deception is Deliberate
"That's as near aa we can get to It
with the deplorable state of the books
which, if kept for the specific purposes of cloaking frauds, could not
have been better," Chairman Lasker
stated.
"One thing Is certain. There
was an absolute deception of congress
and the people on the expenditures of
the shipping board. That never will
be again."
The new chairman's denunciation of
the bookkeeping system employed by
the shipping board in the past was
delivered In the presence of Alonzo
Tweedale, comptroller during the past
two years and still in the board's employ.
The chairman, however, gave
him and Admiral W. S. Benson, former chairman and present commissioner, a clean bill. He charged it all to
the system.
"It is a system that was conceived
in the stress of the war and was continued in the stress of incompetence,"
stated Mr. Lasker.
"if I am not
right Mr. Tweedale and his assistants
will correst me."
"You are right,' admitted those unhappy survivors of the
regime.
Here la the schedule of receipts
dragged out of the books of the board
by Chairman .Lasker to prove that in
was " gone through."
the present fiscal year $680,000,000
From operation of ships, $300,000,-000- .

The fall of Kutia greatly disturbs
the Kemalists, who now will be unable to retain
the, new
Greek objective.
General Fapoulas
expresses the belief that the Turks
have lost their principal defensive
lihe.
The Greeks fought with Spartan
energy in the fierce bayonet attacks.
They advanced 200 kilometers since
the offensive began.
The division
commanded by Prince Andrew has
made a marching record of 300 kilometers in ten days.
Greeks Take 30,000
A central news dispatch from Athens says that the Greeks have occupied Kutaha, capturing 30,000 prisoners. The enemy is reported in flight
towards EBkisher.

Washington The republican pro
tective tariff bill, estimated by chairman Fordney to raise around
in revenue annually, was passed by the house by vote of 289 to
127 precisely the vote by which a
democratic motion for elimination of
its American valuation provision was
defeated.
Seven republicans
voted against
the measure, while the same number
of democrats supported it. Oil, hides, cotton and asphalt Btood up
a determined fight to tax them
and rema'ned on the free list.
The
Longworth dye embargo, first of the
five contested schedules to go before
the house proper for a separate tote,
and backed by most of the republican members of the ways and means
committee was thrown out, 209 to 193.
Forming and holding a flying wedge and aided by republicans not satisfied with all the bill's provisions, the
democratic minority made the most
of its chances and won on each. The
ways and means comittee, lost out
on three of the five amendments laid
before the house.
The seven republicans
voting
the bill were:
Representative Voigt, Beck, Lanfp-er- t
.
and Nelson of Wisconsin; Gahn
and Knight of Ohjo; Sinclair, North
Dakota.
The special rule under which the
bill was considered, provided for separate votes in five items both in the
committee of the whole house and
then In the house itself.
Roll Call Early
The first roll call came immediately
on the amendment of Representative
Freer, republican of Wisconsin, to
strike from the chemical schedule the
dye embargo sections.
These sections conferred authority on the tariff
commission to levy embargoes during
the period of three years against such
dyestuffs and other colors as might
be obtained In the United States in
sufficient quantities fpr domestic need
and at reasonable prices.

COTTON MAKES

DISCOUNT CUTS

d

pro-Lask-

$100,000,000.
Balance In
$80,000,000.

by appropriation,

treasury, start of year

Walter F. Brown of Toledo, O., who
was appointed by President Harding
as his personal representative on the
commission to reorganize the various
bureaus of the government. Mr. Brown
was floor manager for Mr. Harding at
the Republican convention In Chicago
last year.

Gluicslira
LOSS ON BOTH SIDES WAS
REPORTED

ENORMOUS

It Was Announced That The Greeks
Broke the; Record By Marching
300 Kilometers In Ten Day
Touloum, Asia Minor Kutala, Mus-thKemal's strategical point in Asia
Minor, was occupied. Terrible fighting occurred before the town owing
to the persistence of the Turkish
which lasted seventy-twhours.
The losses on both sides were enormous, but it was a decisive victory
for the Greeks who captured numerous prisoners and an abundance of
a

o
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artillery.
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ADVANCES

Plants Blooming and Fruiting
In Oklahoma
Washington

Temperature

Well

most dlfllicult business proposition
that ever was put up to any presi-

dent.'

$409,-000.00-

Cost of new ships $160,000,000.
Miscellaneous disbursements,

IS SLASHED

Phone

42

P. & R. GARAGE
Ellda, New Mexico
Acetylene Welding
Expert Mechanics

W.

C

Washington Reductions in federal
reserve
rates througehut
the country generally were indicated
by high administration offilcals as
lively to follow soon upon the action
of the reserve banks of New Yerk,
Boston, Philadelphia and San Francisco, in bringing their rates down
percent. Belief
from 6 percent to 5
was expressed that the readjustment
lities.
ot the
rats would mean
Tho plants are blooming and fruiting the reduction to 6 percent on those
percent
percent and 5
well in Tenessee and Oklahoma and now 6
made very good advance in Georgia on those now 6 percent.
and North Carolina.
The condition
A favorable reaction in the business
Is fair to very good In nearly all sec- situation throughout the country, adtions of Texas except central coast ministration officials said, could be
sections.
The weather was favorable looked for us a result ot lower levels
for cotton in Arkansas and progress as this clear indication
of easier
was gpod in Louisiana and Mississimoney should stimulate industries
ppi. Growth was rank but at expense and business to greater activity.
of fruit, In South Carolina and some
damaging rains occurred.
PACIFIC PACTS ESSENTIAL

LUCAS

PROPRIETOR

ED. J. NEER,
. Undertaker and Embalmer
LICENSED BY STATS BOARD

a"rrercd ia7 w

Odea phone 67 two Hag.
three ring
Arent for Roswcll and Amtrillo
Cahouea, PorUlca, New Mexico.
Complete line of Caskets and Robe

KeJdroc,

67

fciHTfrrrTn

DRUGS, DRUG SUPPLIES
SICK ROOM SUPPLIES

.

Your Mail Orders are Solicited

ROSWELL, N. M.
OO TO

KEMP LUMBER CO.
EUDA, N. IL
1W Wire, Posts, Cement. Lumber and Bonding
ilatcrUJ,
and lUrdmn

SkEW

G. Q.

BRIDGES, Manager

IfflA BANK & TRUST

COMY.

Kenna, Now Mexico.

averaged
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Refuses to Halt Bargain 8alee
Washington Far be it from Secre- Australian Premier Believes Conference Hinges on Settling Issue
For Revisal
tary of Commerce,- - Hoover to take
Joy
out of the bargain hunter's
the
London Premier William M. HughWashington After adopting an
Bargain hunting Is one of wo- es of Australia declared that the suclife.
offered by Representative
man's inalienable rights, he believes. cess of the conference in Washington
Carter of Oklahoma reducing the duty Louis Blumenthal of St. Louis, rep- en disarmament would depend on a
on crude oil from 85 to 25 cents and resenting retail trade associations, preliminary agreement on the Pacific
on fuel oil from 26 to 20 cents the came to Washington to have the gov- problem by the three vitally interesthouse voted 196 to 86 to return oil to ernment prohibit special bargain ed nations, the United States, Great
free list.
sales. "What's the government going Britain and Japan.
The vote first came on a substitute to do about it T" the secretary was
The Australian' premier made his
offered by IlDrajMlve QsKamaa asked.
"Notklng," was the reply.
during a speech before
declaration
s
f Oklahoma.
the American Luncceo Club.

The Producers are to

Accessories
nd Supplies

FORECAST

Reaction Expected In Business When
Cuts Are Made General

2

Then he produced the figures showing how the $680,000,000 was expended, as follows:
General operation of ships,

Tires and Tubes
Boots and Patching

$500,-000,00-

near normal in the cotton growing
' From sale of ships, $200,000,000.
states during the last week and show"Now total that up and see If It ers were general In parts of Texas,
isn't $680,000,000," he commented. according to the crop bulletin of the
"When I showed these figures to the department of agriculture.
Under these conditions the report
president he was shocked as congress
and the public will be. It only shows said, cotton made fair to very good
tUt' utter collapse of the shipping there was considerable damage by
advance In all sections, although
board of which this administration
has fallen heir.
It constitutes the excessive rains in some eastern loca-

OIL SCHEDULE

NO. 19

WALTER F. BROWN

ILLIOf'

From treasury,

iU
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CTTtAIGHT DANIONQ ON flAPH
AND SOUND METHODS.
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Plan Greatest
D am in World
Project to Harness the Colorado

In the 145 miles between Kanab
creek and the Arizona boununry line,
River Bigger Undertaking
at Diamond, a net head of 800 feet
could be secured by two high dams.
Than Panama Canal.
The river would deliver to switchboards about 1,240,000 additional
COST WOULD BE $800,000,000 horsepower, according to Southern
California Edison engineers.
The fourth development would cover
the
stretch between the AriHydro-Electri- c
Propose Developing
zona boundary and the CottonPower on Huge Scale for Distribuwood valley. This would afford a 500-fotion Over Wide Area of
head and deliver 780,000 horsethe Southwest.
power.
It Is contended that among the reLos Angeles,
Cul. The "world's
greatest electrical project" Is the way sults of the project would be:
Absolute flood control.
some engineers describe the Southern
Provision for Irrigation of 2,250,000
California Edison company's plan for acres, of
1.000.000 acres would
Impounding the waters of the Colo- be above which
the canyons.
rado river and developing
Three hundred miles of the river
power on a huge scale for distrimade navigable.
bution over a wide area of the SouthThe area which could be served
west.
Edwin O. Edgerton, special counsel
for the corporation, formerly president
of the California state railroad
states the project ultimately
would Involve $800,000,000, or twice as
much as was spent on the Punama
canal.
4,350.000 Horsepower.
Generation of a peak load of 4,850,-00- 0
horsepower and an annual average
load of 2,000,000 horsepower from four Apartment House-1,00- 0
Years
development projects along the river
Old Is Discovered in New
will be possible by a flow controlled
by a 500-fodam at the head of Glen
Mexico.
canyon, Arizona.
There the main dam would create a
lake almost 200 miles long, extending
tip the nearly level basin of the ColoHOUSED NEAR 10,000 PERSONS
rado to the mouth of the Fremont
river. From this point, the river deScientists Say It Will Take Five Years
scends 2,800 feet In 400 miles.
At Glen canyon dam, according to
to Unearth Remains Discloses
plans, a uniform flow of 18,000 second
Civilization Comparable With
feet would pass through turbines and
That of Today.
thence through a power canal for 50
miles, to the mouth of the Little ColoSanta Fe. Evidence that a race
rado. This would give a net head of once dwelt In the Chuco canyon. In
800 feet and would generate 1,210,000 New Mexico, possessing a degree of
horsepower.
civilization comparable with our own
From the Little Colorado to Kanab has been unearthed by archaeologists
creek, a net head of 700 feet could be working under the direction of the
secured In 85 miles, which would gen- School of American Research of Sanerate L0D0.0O0 horsepower. ta Fe. The discoveries to date It
120-mll- e
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Preferred Music to
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Ether During Operation
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surgeons
were probing for a bullet In his
thigh.
"When the doctors began to
put Kelley under the Influence
of an anesthetic he objected
strenuously. Then he called for
his harmonica, Jumped upon the
operating table and played gayly
while the bullet, which had
been fired by his stepson during
a family quarrel, was removed.

ot

will) power Includes Arizona, Nevada
f
and Utah, more than
of Colorado and New Mexico,
of
one-hal-

one-fift-

h

GOOD

The kitchen

1

ROADS

Cabinet

own music so soot lies Os- ' car J. Kelley of South Huston,
!
Muss., hat he preferred it to
!
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FIND

It Is easy enough to be present
When everyone's singing a song.
Hut the diner worth while
1
the one who can smile
And will stay when your speech Is too
long--

In Switzerland and Used
for Purpose of Extracting Valuable Bitumen.

Asphalt, though covering thousands

COMPANY GOOD THINGS.

Fruits are most satisfactory served
fresh and ns simply as possible, or
garnished w 1 n
their own foliage.
For a change one
will enjoy something different.
Blackberry Ice
Cream. Dissolve
1

I8i

s
Idaho and Wyoming and
of California, with possibly large
areas In northern Mexico.
Power would be used for the electritwo. and one-fourt- fication of steam railroads, as well as
tablespoonfor commercial, agricultural, mining fuls of
powdered gelatin In one and
and municipal uses, thus saving 00,000
f
cupfuls of hot water. Scald
barrels of fuel oil a year.
four cupfuls of milk, add one cupful
of sugar, the dissolved gelatin, one
tablcRpoonful of lemon Juice and two
cupfuls of whipped cream. Freeze until mushy. Crush one quart of blackberries through a sieve and add them
to the frozen mixture and finish freez99 ing.
Remove the dasher and repack
to ripen for two to three hours. Serve
In sherbet cups; garnish with whole
fresh berries rolled in granulated
sugar.
will be fully five years before the enIced Chocolate. Melt four, squares
tire find Is disclosed consist of an
apartment house containing about of chocolate with half a cupful of
1,000 rooms, together with domestic sugar, add one cupful of water and
cook in a double boiler until smooth.
implements.
Strangely enough, there Is no trace Scald one quart of cream and add to
of the people and the scientists say the chocolate, beating thoroughly ; cool,
there must have been fully 10,000 of strain, flavor with vanilla and freeze.
them In the way of burial ground or Serve frozen like mush.
Rhubarb and Fig Preserve. Take
skeletons. It Is conjectured that the
Inhabitants left the valley in leisurely three pounds of rhubarb, two and
pounds of sugar, one pound
fashion, as there are no evidences of one-haflight, when at the very lenlth of their of figs, and two ounces of candled
peel. Cut the rhubarb into Inch
development This exodus, is estimated Ho have taken place fully 1,000 lengths, chop the peel and figs and
scatter over the rhubarb; cover with
years ago, and, so far as the Investigators have been able to learn, the peo- the sugar and let stand until the next
ple stepped out of history when the day. Boil slowly for an hour; add a
Janitor turned the key in the glgon-ti- c small piece of ginger root. Pour Into
jars and seal.
apartment house they vocated.
Frozen dishes, ice cream and sherAs Big as Two City Squares.
The shifting of sands which hid the bets, are always welcome
structure for centuries gave scientists desserts. A sherbet which is espetheir first clue to the existence of a cially good is made by using three
hitherto unknown race. Excavations lemons, two cupfuls of sugar and a
disclosed a building, eqnallngJn extent quart of rich milk. Freeze as usual
about two ordinary city squares and
smootn ana velvety.
so well constructed as to defy the ravages of time. Its curved front swings
There are days which occur in this
In an arc of 700 feet, and the 50,000,-00- 0
climate, at almost any season ot the
pieces of stone which form its
year, wherein the world reaches perfection, when the air, the heavenly
walls bear every evidence of having
bodies and the earth make a harmony
been quarried and carefully cut. All
If nature would Indulge her offas
that Is known now is that the comspring. Emerson.
munity consisted of approximately
10,000 persons and that they cultivated
SEASONABLE DISHES.
some 3,000 acres of land.
Pineapple Juice Is especially refreshConstruction of the Best.
ing and Is also voluable as a medicine.
The walls of the building are
by heavy timbers Just as steel
As an addition to
cocktails, fruit
rods are used today for that purpose
cups and salads It
In concrete construction.
Excavation
In the Inner court revealed an amazIs especially vul-- u
ing labyrinth of klvas, cists, shafts
a b e. When
i
...
.
pineapples
and variously walled spaces.
are
The floors and ceilings were conin
reasonable
price It Is desirstructed by first laying heavy supporting timbers across from wall to wall.
able to nut them
Dpon these were laid smuller logs, up nt home, but the canned variety,
closely side by side; over these if a good brand is obtained, is not an
f
Uwii placed
i f ty
i
'
'i
came thin cedar slabs, next a layer extravagance.
Pineapple
of cedar bark end finally a solidly
Marmalade. Peel and
packed layer of earth. Some of the chop as many pineapples as are derooms show a remarkable state of sired. Weigh und allow a pound of
,.
V..
'
..
rs,-'t MMM.i.X4
sugar for each pound of fruit. Mix
preservation of both masonry and
well and let stand over night In a cool
This old colonial home in West Town, Pa., Is the home of Thierry Van
place. In the morning cook until
Castile Phillips "Squire" Phillips, since he recently was elected Justice of
Flogged by Judge.
soft enough to put through a sieve.
the peace, member of an old and
Amerlcun family, descended from
Santa Ana, Cal. Flogging with a Strain, return to the preserving kettle
the Polish Grand Duke Snkrovolaskl Phllllpl Moro, who fled to America gen- rawhide was the punishment meted and continue cooking, stirring conerations ago. The eldest son of this duke went to England upon the death out in open court to Juan Torres at stantly until a cleat- nmber Jolly is
of his father, who had accumulated millions In the United States, and as- his own request when he pleaded formed. This will thicken when
sumed the title of Grand Duke Moro de Moro, to which he was entitled. Ills guilty to beating his wife. Justice J, Put into small Jars; cover and cool.
seal.
lust descendant died recently, and the title, with his fortune, descended to B. Cox administered three lashes onto This marmalude Is fine for dainty
desI
the West Town 'squire. But the 'squire has refused it.
Torres' back, raising three large welts. serts, cake fillings and such dishes.
White Layer Cake. Cream one-haof butter, add one and
f
NEW DEFENSE FOR HONOLULU cupful
cupfuls of sugar gradually, flavor with
a half teaspoonful of rose extract, add
f
cupful of milk and two cup"Makes Me Tired," Says Girl she could hardly restrain herself. Big Guns to Be Rushed by Rail About fuls of pastry flour
sifted with four
When she saw hlra walk across a sec'
of Oahu Plan New
Island
level teaspoonfuls of baking powder.
Who Balked Burglar.
tion of the floor Just vurnlshed, which
Fort.
Mix well, then fold in the
her mother had warned her not to
whites of eight eggs. This makes
step upon, she slipped from her hiding
With Her Father's Revclver She place, got her father's big weapon and
Honolulu, Hawaii. Two Important three layers of exceptional quality.
Made Thief Drop His Plunder,
went Into the dining room and holding announcement? of further plans for the For filling, use lemon or orange, or a
but He Outran Her.
the pistol in both hands, ordered the defense of Oahu, the island on which combination of both. An egg yolk, two
robber to hold up his hands, which he Honolulu is situated, were made re- tablespoonf uls of flour, two tablespoon-ful- s
'
of water with the rind and Juice
Fort Worth, Tex. Itose Breedlove, promptly did. After compelling him cently by army headquarters here. One
girl at Alba, near Fort to replace the plunder, she ordered culls for formation of a railway artillery of a lemon and a half cupful or more
a
contemplates of sugar. . Cook together, adding' a litWorth, who stopped a burglar with him into a closet, but Instead he battalion and another
slipped
new
a
through
had
the
establishment
of
be
the
after
kitchen
father's
fort to com- tle butter Just before taking from the
door
and
her
gathered up the silverware In the fled, with Rose in hot pursuit, clad mand the entrance to Pearl harbor, fire Cool before adding to the cake.
Graham Gems. A hot muffin or gem
home of her parents, says "hero stuff only In her nightie. But the burglar the navy's great base, six miles from
is welcome occasionally even in warm
makes her tired." After one day of it man could run faster and got away. this city.
The family returned a few minutes
Twelve-Incshe bus declared a strike against havmortars will be used by weather. These are easy to make and
ing her picture taken, publicity, and later to find Rose in the yard still the railway battalion and the tracks very light and good. Take one cupful
holding the gun and regretting her of the Oahu railroad will be utilized of 6our milk, one teaspoonful of soda,
explaining to visitors.
one-hal- f
teaspoonful of salt, one egg
One day the fumlly was away from failure to capture the man.
to transport them. To strategic points
and two tableHpoonfuls of melted
borne, leaving Kose playing with her
on the island not touched by the railPittsburgh, Pa. Ilarold Bouer, fa- ways at present, spur tracks will be laid, shortening, added after one cupful of
dolls alone lu the big house. She saw
Beat well and fill
a burglar enter, and she bid under mous pianist, returned-- a draft of so that, lu case of emergency, heavy graham flour.
gem pans. This recipe makes
the covers of her bed, but left a peek-hol- e $1,800 and refused to finish a concert guns may be rushed to any section of
gems.
through which she saw the In- here when children In the audience the coast line as fast as locomotives six good-sizepersisted in annoying him with their can haul them. The railway mortars
truder ransacking the place.
When he gathered up the silverware restlessness.
have a range of 15,000 yards.
hydro-elcc-trl-

three-quarter-

c

h

one-hal-
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ACCIDENT

BY

Discovered

.

.

ASPHALT

of miles of roads in all countries, was
discovered quite by accident. In the

middle of the last century it was
found in Switzerland in its natural
state, and used for the purpose of extracting the valuable store of bitumen
It contained. In time it was noticed
that pieces of rock which fell from
the wagons, and were crushed by the
wheels, formed a very fine road surface when, half melted by the heat of
the sun.
An experiment was made and a road
of asphalt laid in Paris. It wus so
successful that the new road material
became adopted through all the big
towns of Europe.
All sorts of materials have been
tried since, from rubber to seaweed.
It is very likely, in fuct, that in the
future the streets of our big cities
will be paved with some form of rubber mixture which will be practlcully
noiseless. Very extensive experiments
have already been carried out with
such a mixture.
In New York several streets are
paved with steel, and a steel road has
been In use in Valencia, In Spain, for
the last 20 years. Perhaps the most
curious material for a road Is seaweed. This compressed into solid
blocks, is used to pave the streets of
Baltimore. These seaweed blocks are
bound with wire and dipped Into boiling tar before being put to use.
DESTROY

ROADSIDE WEEDS

Because
'i
1. They act as centers of weedyju- festatlou for adjoining fields.
2. They may be carried fox" mnnv
miles by passing vehicles anrf animals.
3. They harbor harmful insects and
plant diseases.
4. They create Insanitary conditions.
5. They are unslgl;,tly.
Methods for f.
weeds, approved l)y specialists of the
W

-

'

, v

v.

:

t

K

&
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1

-

J
Weeds Along Roadside Harbor Injurious Insects and Various Plant Dis.
eases.

..

well-to-d-

o

-

lf

THIS GIRL RESENTS HERO STUFF

one-hal-

one-hnl-

Btlflly-beute-

n

nine-year-o-

h

well-greas-

d

United States
cufture, are:

Department

of Agrl

By

.1. Mowing twice a year while they
In full bloom, usually in June and
August.
2. Utilizing the roadsides for growing hay.
8. Grazing with tethered animals.
4. Converting weedy roadsides Into
lawns.
GRADE ALL ROADSIDES SO THO
WEEDS CAN BE CONTROLLED.

are

WIRE MESH GOOD FOR ROADS
British Army In Egypt Used Chicken.
Wire in Building Temporary
Routes In Sand.
The British army In Egypt has
used chlcken-wlrin the construction
of roads.
Loose sand was smoothed and leveled and then covered with chlcken-wlrwhich was firmly pegged down.
The passage of troops or motor
transports seemed to affect the road
very little, while the passage of animal-drawn
vehicles damaged the Improvised Toad badly. However, it was
possible to make repairs quickly and
the road w 's easily kept In good condition.
Of course this wlre-mesroad was
purely a temporary expedient for the
military. The old Romans still hold
the palm as the champion roud makers of the world. Many a foundation
of the roads they made is still In use
in Kurope, tiie surface alone being
modern.
e

e,

h
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"GEORGE HARRIS1"
Eynopsls. In a New York Jewelry
store Philip Severn, United State
consular agent, notice a small box
which attracts him. He purchases
It. Later he discovers In a secret
compartment a writing giving a
clew to a revolutionary movement
In this country seeking to overthrow
the Chilean government. The writing mentions a rendexvous, and
Severn decides to Investigate. Finding the place mentioned In the writing apparently
deserted. Severn
visits a saloon In the vicinity. A
woman In the place Is met by a
man, seemingly by appointment,
and Severn, his suspicions ardused.
follows them. They go to the
meeting place, an abandoned Iron foundry. At the rendezvous Severn is accepted as one
of the conspirators and admitted.
He meets a stranger who addresses
him as Harry Daly. The Incident
plays Into Severn's hands and he
accepts It.

CHAPTER

IV
5

Continued

I looked nt him doubtfully.
"Well, of course,1 I've got to think
so," I admitted, hoping to gnln further
enlightenment, "but . you leave me
pretty well In the durk. What do I
really know?
Nothing. You talk
glibly about a million you propose going fifty-fiftwith me on. That naturally sounds good, but It would sound
better If I even knew who I was dealing with. I never saw you before In
my life."
"II I, that's so," he grinned cheerfully, "I forgot I wasn't talking to an
old pal. Just to be sure you're Harry
Daly was enough to make me cough
tip, but that don't help you out, Joes
It? Ever hear of 'Gentleman George'
In your travels?"
"George Harris!" the name leaped
to my lips In Inspiration; only the day
before I had chanced to read a magazine account of a famous criminal exploit. His eyes gleamed in geillnl appreciation.
"I thought maybe that would fetch
you," he said exultantly. "There ain't
many of the old boys but have my
number, and they nil know I piny
square. How Is It? Will we shnfce
hnnds, and cnll it a deal? I've got to
get back In with that bunch."
I took the extended hand cordially,
feeling the iron grip of his fingers. I
do not believe I was ever more frightened in my life, although outwardly
cool enough, and my brain perfectly
clenr. There was no retreat possible.
I must go on, acting out the strange
character In this drama to which I had
been assigned.
"But you are not known by.thnt
name here?" I ventured.
"I should say not. I'm Horner, P.
S. Horner of Detroit.
See! That's
the guy who had the papers. He was
English all right but pretended to be
United States, and had a passport to
come through with this bunch. So
I've got the bull by the tall for a cool
million, old man, a million. All I'm
afraid of Is this d d woman they always did get my goat."
"Keep still, and let her show her
cards," I suggested, feeling the necessity of saying something.
"What I'm aiming to do. Well, so
long, Daly. I'll be back presently with
everything straight. Better turn out
the light, or some one might w under
In hern."
I was alone again, In the dark, but
under vaRtly different circumstances
than when wandering blindly about
between those imprisoning factory
walls. With no effort of my own,
purely by blind chance, I had been
given a new name and Identity, and as
Instantly inducted Into a revolutionary
criminal pint ns fascinating as It undoubtedly wus dangerous. Who Hnrry
Daly might be I had not the slightest
conception, yet there was no escape
from the conviction that Harris believed blindly in my Identity. He was
not acting, for he would have no possible object In such pretense. I was
to his mind Harry Daly, a
criminal, ah International thief, a Jian
after his own heart, to be warmly welcomed Into partnership as a most valuable ally.
What should I do under these
Seek to
"peculiar circumstances?
during his absence, and thus
frighten the covy, or remain, and trust
fortune to ohow me a way to both expose their villainy and save myself? I
wns young, adventurous, and I chose
the latter, thinking less of the danger,
I admit, than of the mystery of the
case, and yes, the girl.
Harris had spoken confidently of
a
, gaining possession of a large sum
million dollars, surely a stake worth
daring much for but how, by what
y

well-know- n
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means, did he pxnert n ppt lila hnmla
on such a fortune?
My mind reverted to the fragment
of letter which had sent me on this
mad chase, to Its mention of a letter
of credit to be deposited with the
banker, Krantz, to the credit of the
recipient. The writer had stated that
the 6um would be found ample for all
needs. But a million dollars! Could
ft be possible that so large an amount
would be thus advanced? If so, then
the result hoped for must be proportionately Important.
To whom had
this letter been sent Alva, who apparently was the active lender here In
New York, or the revolutionary representative In Washington, seemingly
known as Mendez? Whichever it wns,
thnt mnn evidently had the disposition
of this vast sum entirely nt his disposal ; either It was already in his
har.ds or so deposited as to be lulckly
available. In my 'Judgment the fellow would be Alva, for sundry reasons ; first, he had been one of the men
registered at the hotel whcti the lacquered box was lost ; and second," the
expenditure of this money wns seemingly Intended to be mnde In and nvout
the port of New YorkIf I read the
message right, In the purchase of arms
and munitions for shipment to South
America; perhaps tiro enlistment of a
body of fighting men.
So far the matter was fslrly clear
Alva as the local revolutionary agent
hn.d been Intrusted by the Junta vlth
this money to spend In a certain definite way; but he must work under
strict orders coming from the headquarters at Washington. He dnre not
assume the Initiative without the "O.
K." of tho man higher up Mendez.
Something had occurred to delay action ; that made no difference, but now
the time had come. Mendez, unable to
be present In person, and even fearful
to permit any of his
Junta
representatives to appear In this connection, had chosen to send a woman,
who would be unsuspected, to deliver
to the conspirators his definite plan of
action. All this seemed reasonable
enough, nnd In no way surprised mo.
But the appearnnce of the womnn
did, and also the close Intimacy of this
man Harris. She was not criminal, not
even of the Insurrectionary class to my
eyes, nnd I could hot Imagine what Influence had ever Induced her to accept
such a commission. Something Bbout
her personality, some undefined quality
of womanhood, had made a definite Impression upon my mind, not to be effaced. Everything was against her
the saloon iu which she waited alone;
her coming there secretly In the night ;
the meeting with an unknown man ;
the accompanying him up that black
alley to this hidden rendezvous of conspiracy. Every act stamped her as unworthy.
In spite of all this evidence as to the
truth of the matter, nothing harmonized. She did not belong the gulf
was too wide. Yet there was no other
explanation possible she was actually
here, in the den of conspiracy, alone
among all these men, unafraid, the
recognized representative
of the
Chilean revolutionary Junta, bringing
with her direct from Washington those
final Instructions for which they
no doubt, Involving
unneutrallty, destruction, death, fright-fulnesthe extinction of a friendly
government; all this that could be compassed by the expenditure of a million
dollars in ruthless hands. It was unthinkable, yet every evidence proved It
true.
There came to roe an Insane desire
to overhear what she had to say; to
watch her once more, when free to
studyher unnoticed, and to see this
gang to whom she brought her message. Almost without realizing my action I crept In the dark out into the
narrow passage, and felt my way
along the rough board walls. As I advanced cautiously the full Ingenuity
with which the place had been prepared for Just this foul purpose became more apparent.
The narrow
passage I followed, my hands touching
either wall, was not straight, but
curved to the right, and It dawned
upon me that It skirted the main upart-men- t,
where, In all probability, the
conference was being held. This accounted for the fact that no gleam of
light was visible, and that, in anticipation of their use, sepurule and smull
rooms had been constructed, connected
together yet so Isolated as to permit
of the utmost privacy. .One of tla.se
Harris had left me In, and now I
found that the passage led me not direct to the main apartment, but to another smaller room, whose door barred
my progress.
This, I figured out,
might be the same Into' which Wine
had entered in search of Alva, when
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he desqrted me in the front hallway.
I listened intently, but heard no
sound within, and. satisfied the room
was wttlsout occupants, ventured finally to gain a glimpse inside. It was a
room not altogether unlike the one
I had Just left, although smaller,
and containing a choir or two In addition to the writing table. I notetl
these things quickly, my gaze straying
to a partially open door In the board
wall to the right, through which a
brighter glow of light streamed. My
ears caught the sound of voices, the
words Indistinct. Although convinced the small room
was without occupants, I was some
moments screwing up my courage to
enter. Yet there was no other way In
which I could learn the meaning of all
this, or be prepared to intelligently
play my pnrt later with Unrris. To
trap the fellow' I mnst know his purpose, be able to answer his inquiries
and seem conversant with his villainy.
The door opened toward me, hut It
would be suicidal to attempt viewing
the room beyond through that opening.
The only tiring I dure venture was to
gain such survey as was possible by
means of the narrow crack below the
hinge on which the door swung. This
afforded me the merest glimpse of one
side of the room, revealing four or five
men sitting motionless on a bench
against the wall, evidently listening Intently to what was going on opposite
them. With the exception of Wine,

well-know- n
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fm If
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Would Be Suicidal to Attempt Viewing
the Room Beyond.
who was third In the row, no fuce I

saw was In the least familiar two
being pronouncedly Spanish, the others not so easily recognized as to nationality. I had no difficulty whatever
In overhearing their voices, and grasping the sense of what they were saying. As a general thing the words' used
were English, although occasionally
some one requested an explanation in
Spanish, which was Immediately given.
However, almost the first sentence
overheard convinced me that I had arrived too late to learn directly the nature of those Instructions received
from Washington. Alva was asking a
question.
"But we are ready to act now," he
said Impatiently, his foreign accent
faint, yet plainly perceptible, "have
been reaay for a month past. What
necessity then Is there for further delay?"
The woman, whom he evidently addressed, must have been very close to
the door; her voice soft, but speuklng
with clear enunciation, sounded almost
within reach of my hand.
"The reason is Valparaiso, of
course," she suld ; "It is not Washington at all. When you strike, the people
must be ready there. You sny you are
prepared, senor. That Is what I was
sent to learn, and I find you are not
prepared."
"Not ready! We are organized and
sworu to service."
She seemed to lean forward, her
voice changing almost to a whisper.
"I see that, your eagerness, your devotion. But that Is not readiness for
such a duty. Who has been chosen for
the act Itself the post of dauger? No
one. Until the man I need not name
dies, we can accomplish nothing. Yon
have taken no ballot. If the single
word was flashed tonight, 'Go,' and It
may be, who among you Is authorized
to execute the order?"

She paused, but no vole spoke.
"Nor Is that all ; the bione7 from
England yet lies untouched. Surely
your Instructions were clear, and nothing Is being accomplished for the
cause while It rests In the vault It
will require all of thirty days to distribute this Into the proper hands,
hire and In Chile, yet nothing has
been done.
We supposed It was already In circulation. What caused the
dolny?"
One of the men on the bench spoke,
a heavily built fellow, with a long
gray mustnche, nnd horn spectacles
shading his eyes.
"All I know Is et valt on der order
of Gtistnvp Alvn to be Indorsed by
Senor Mendez. I hoi" elt so In trust,
from the agent. Ett was In a private
safe, o package- of currency, only I
know where. The bunk hav' nothings
to do with der deal."
"I understand. The agent gave you
personally the letter of credit, which
you Immediately cashed, and you now
hold the currency subject to call?"
"Certainly; dat vos how ett vos. The
agent he tell me."

FARMER'S WIFE
NEARLY STARVED
Mrs. Peterson Says She Was
Afraid to Eat on Account of
Trouble That Followed.

"I weighed just u hundred mid three
pounds when I begun taking Timluc,
hut now I welch a hundred mill twenty-two
pounds," declared Mrs. Amy
Peterson, the wife of a prosperous
farmer of Lnkevllle, Muss., n suburb
of New Bedford.
"I had acute indigestion," site said,
"and no one knows bow I suffered.
I bail cramping pains in my stomach
that were almost unbearable, and I
sulTered no end of distress from gas
ami bloating. Why, I was actually
starving to keep from being In such
awful misery, and I lost thirteen
pounds in weight. Sometimes I wonder how I lived .through It all. and I
Just thought there was no hope for
"What are you doing here?"
me. I was restless night and day and
she gasped. "Listening?"
was easily Irritated, and some nights
I slept so little It didn't seem that I
(TO UK CONTINUED.)
hail been to bed at ull.
"But now I feel as strong and well
LAKE OF FIRE NEVER QUIET as If I had never been sick a day in
my life, and 1 Just know Taiilnc is
Spectacle Furnished by Hawaiian Vol- the best medicine in lh world.
I
cano May Well Be Said to Be
haven't a touch of Indigestion now,
Everlasting.
and every time I sit down to the table
I can't help but feel thankful
to
Hawaii's lake of everlasting fire
I have a wonderful appetite
has never been quiet so far as Hilo Tnnhie.
local records or traditions
testify. and have gained back all my lost
und six pounds besides. I am
That Is, not quiet for any length of weight
simply overjoyed to be feeling so well,
time.
It covers Itself with a black sheet and I Just praise Tanluc everywhere
of lava which looks like wet rubber I go."
Tnnlnc Is sold by leading druggists
nt Intervals as regular as the breathing of a sleeper. This black covering everywhere. Advertisement.
no sooner completely hides the livSaved With Dynamite.
ing, angry red lava than It cracks and
A thrilling story comes out of northsplits with startling noises, breaks Into cakes which sink Into the burning ern Ontario. The women of an Indian
pit, and the molten lava of the lake encampment were nttneked by timber
Is again In commotion.
The whole wolves while the men were absent
strange performance, as I recall, the trapping. With the few rilles left In
freezing over, the breaking up. the the cuinp the women defended themrenewed billowing of tire, take less selves until the ammunition jjave out
and their situation became perilous,.
than ten minutes.
The lake so called, Is an opening a An Indian boy thought of some sticks
hundred yards or so wide In the floor of dynamite for use In lakes when
of tho crater, which is, eight miles In fishing was had. A htitidlv of them
It can be compured with cups anil fuses was thrown
circumference.
to a hole In Ice; the crater floor, al- among the wolves and the explosion
though of black, hardened lava, is in killed 30 wolves and frightened o(T the
physical character like rough shore remainder.
Ice, the surface of the lake like water
kept in commotion by wlud, except
SWAMP-ROO- T
NEED
for the periodic freezing over. The WOMEN
live lava of the lake rolls in waves
which break against its shore, sending
Thousands of women
kidney and
up spindrift, which, blown from the bladder trouble and neverhave
suspect it.
(op of the waves, hardens into halr-Hk- e
Women's complaints often prove to be
glass. The natives call this glass nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
"Pele's hair," that lady being the God- result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy
dess of Fire.
they may cause the other orLittle wonder that the excellent condition,
gans to become diseased.
deacon who had sat on the edge of the
Pain in the back, headache, loss of amlake in wonder and terror piously an- bition, nervousness, are
often times sympswered one who asked him what the toms of kidney trouble.
I
u
was
a
like:
"Brother, It's
lake
Don't delay starting treatment. Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
of a hole!" New Yolk Sun.
a physician's prescription, obtained at any drug store, may
be
just
the remedy needed to overcome
Measure Up!
such conditions.
To measure up a man must have a
Get a medium or large size bottle im- clear Insight into his own ability. Many mediately from any drug store.
fellows overrate themselves and go
However, if you wish first to test this
down to Ignominious disaster In the great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
first great crash of conflicting Inter- Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
When writing be sure and
Others underrate themselves sample bottle. paper.
ests.
mention this
and never nttempt what seems diffiNeither class can count on
cult.
Novelty in National Airs.
much success. Vnlor lies not In bucking
A klndergartner asked of her puthe impossible. Thnt's Just plain fool pils which they would like to sing of
conduct. Valor often lies in having the national songs they had learned
sense enough to let things alone that the day before.
are beyond your strength or experiA little girl responded :
have
ence. There's no gain In butting your the one about America, "Let's
where
head against a wall just because the fathers all took pills and died." the
thing at Issue does not square with
The words of the song were "Land
your principles. The wiser course Is where
my fathers died, land of the
for you to work toward the end of Pilgrims' pride."
doing good where you can and having
the years to come In which to add your
Cuticura Soothes Itching Scalp
contribution to the common good. You On retiring gently rub spots of dancompound your Influence by starting
Itching with Cuticura Ointon that plan now and adding each druff and
ment. Next morning shampoo with
day's quota as It comes.
Cuticura Soup und hot water. Make
your everyday toilet preparations
them
Like the Soviets.
and have a clear skin nnd soft, white
It was a crowded East Michigan hunds.
street car the other morning. Seats
were, of course, at a premium, and the
He Said Too Much.
anger of several standing wouen was
Young Wife The dentist pulled my
aroused by the sight of one large mun wisdom tooth today, so you mustn't
stretched out In such manner that he be surprised If you find me stupid.
was occupying seat space for at least
Hub Nonsense ! The Ideu thnt n
another person besides himself. He wisdom tooth has anything to do with
paid no heed to the remnrks of the wisdom Is absurd. Why, you wouldn't
women, until one of them said aloud: be any stupider If you had every tooth
"He's Just like the soviet govern- In your head pulled. Boston Trail'
ment In Hussla; a worthless thing In script.
control of valuable territory."
Amid the general laugh which folImportant to Mother
lowed the man went out to the back
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOHIA, that famous old remedy
platform. Indianapolis News.
for infants and children, and see that it
Convict
to Operate Mine.
The West Virginia state penitenA
tiary will soon be
In Use for Over at) Years.
coul mine on state property will
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoris
by the prisoners. The new
mine Is now within eight feet of a
Placing Them.
vein of fine coal which underlies 10.'
Judge I don't think tliut women
acses of the prison farm.
have always been vain ; you know
"Aren't you afraid your sins will find women were mude before mirrors.
Fudge And they've been befoiV
you out?" "What If they do they're
them
evei; sbtce.
again."
sure to call
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No. 019470, we will offrr at public
but
said, to the highest bidder,
at not lest than ?3()tt per acre
2
p. 111., on the 12th.
WEEKLY atday ofo, clock
August, next, at this office,
the following tract of land S'NE'f,
By Mr. and Mrs. A. C. White
Section 25. T. 5 R, R. 30 E, N.M.P.M.
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared
closed when there
present at the hour named have
EMe-re- d
February tth 19u7 it the Keiiits,
ceased biddig.
The person making
'(w Mexico, Post Office, second Clam the highest bid will be required to immediately pay to the Receiver the
Ma" Matter.
amount thereof Any persons claiming
adversely the
land are
advised to file their claims or objections,
on or before the time designated for
Subavpiptron 3S1.00 Pejr Year In saje.
R. Harrison,
j8 as
Receiver.
Adan
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above-describe-
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New Alexlco

Elida,

frl

that the said allegation will b taken
as coi fessed, and your said entJy wil ATerUernrate aide ktowin
be canceled without hither right to be
heard, either before this office or on

I'

-- Hello-Bill.

appeal, if you fail to file in this office
within twenty days after the FOURTH
publication of this notice, as shown
below, your answer, under oath,
specifically responding to these allcga- t'ons of contest, together with due
proof that you have served a copy of
your ar.swe.' on the said contestant
either in person or registered mail.
You should state in your answer the
iime of the post office to which you
desiie futlier notices to be sent to you.
Emmett Patton, Register.
Date of ist publication J uly 2o, 1921
" 2nd.
"
Aug. 5, "
"
" " 3rd.
Aug. 13, "
"
" " 4th.
Aug. 19, "
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OF lTBLlCATIOH.
Department of the Interior
1
S. Land Office at Fort Sumner,
Notice is hereby given
Julv 21, ig'li.
that TheoJo e A. Wilnies, of Upton,
N. M. who on July 9. 1921, made add
H. li. No. o:cjji, for XSE',V." Sec 9.
NjiSW 'i.Se: id. NE.' ,Sec li, Tp.
,
N.M.P. Meridian, has filed
Kge,
notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Alvin C.
White,- U. S. Commissioner, at Ken-r.N. M. on ths 3') day of Aug

IT.

--

2--

a,

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior, U. 8
DAVID L. GEYER
Land Office at Fort Sumner. N. M
is
Notice
July 25, ig2i.
ELAND OFFtQEi'PRACTICC
hereby given that Austin L. Nix, of ft
A SPECIALTY.
I33.iz, N. M., who, on Nov. 24, 192O,
N, M.
ROSWILL,
made aid., H. E. No. 015546, for
34.
NtfN, SeMim
NNtf.
Range
Section 35, Township
28 E, N. M. P. Meridian, Las filed notice
of intention to make final three year
Proof, to estabiish claim to the land
above described, before Dan C Savage,
U. S. Commissioner at Roswell, N. M.
on thn 30 day ot Aug. ig2i
Claimant names as witnesses
Edison & Vict&y
Chirley C. Lavtc-n- , Florence B. Clark,
William A. Shira, William Horner, all
of Ucaz, N. M.
2g a26
Regiater.
W. R. McGill,
New Records Received Onde

A

G90
'

Notice for Publication

NOTICE OF CONTEST
To.

A

Main

Hoiwell.

3)r. 63.

po6t-iffic-

e

JJ-

SB:

tM

Passing Landmark of Old Manila

i

h

VniiijOrrr?

i4lc9ee,
-

Obstetrics,
Office Odd Fellows Bldg,

Elidd.

TVIs Is n photoRrnph of the famous. uld Bridge of Spain, Manila. It Is
now a Oepnrted landmark of the Philippines, for fts place lias been taken by
one of the finest bridges In the entfre Orient, the new Jones bridge.
The Jones Bridge Is named In honor of the lute Congressman W. A. Jones
of Virf;lnln, author of the Jones law of 1910 which promised the Filipinos
Independence upon the establishment of a stable government.
The old Bridge of Spain is called "the mother of Manila's bridges." The
original bridge was built of pontoons sometime between the years 1500 and
1600, being known ns the Bridge of Bouts.
The stone bridge shown above
was built about 10;!0. It wns twice damaged by earthquakes, nnd was once
pur'ly demolished by a flood.
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N. M.
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As

BURT R.WHITE

a Modern Filipino Actually Looks

OSTEOPATH
Electric Turkish Bath Parle r
Lady Attendent
503

N. Main

Roswell, N. M.
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282.
CONTEST NO.
4
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office nt Roswell, N. M.
July 20. 1921,
To th-- uaku iwii hi'.ri of Frj.l J.
Da i , d 'cca; ed late
f Valley View,
N M.Contestee.
You are hereby notified that Thomas
J. Morris, who gives Elida, N. M. as YOUR
h;s
addie;s, did rn July 20, COSY
it'll, file in this olTice his duly cor- CORNER
roborated apjiHcation to c iites.tand
will not
tecure the cancellation of your adto complete
ditional homestead En'ry, Serial No.
without
012502, mide July 16, rjiH. for Ntf,
Section 2j, Township
Range 33. E, "NEW
N. M. P. Meridian, an 1 as grounds
HOME."
for his contest l.e alleges that more
than three
elaphed since the
' j'i IT
It it the
allowance ot said entry and neither
said eutryman nor his heirs lx.)r any Greatest Home Economy.
one for him or them lias placed on
faiJ entry permanent improvements
II
jg T I
t il Hiit; to increase (he valim of the
purposs of thf
ta:ns for
value of Ci' cents per acre. That
taiil entrvm.n died iiitfstate on or
about l ee, 15. 1920, and left u'u
eirs. He was an unmarried man.
That mi.:!i default was not dua to en
InrnaiTii serviceb in the military 01
HOMR" Maelilne with lt
The
naval nrgamVath ns of the V.". S. or mriiiy
liilair huvlna Uevlo for tophiliiuiiU
lii
fiuicy
will jimve il lf lie
Kou
in any National Out'id.
Ik jnnr ri.pniort bctuuw of li
iuoUng
crvlL,
uvuu
ttud
Vou are therefore, futher notified

States Land Office proceed-
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t24-Nor-
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American School of Osteopathy
Kiksville, Missouri.
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Koswell,
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Local Surgeon for Santa Fe Ry
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30-E-
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HAROLD HliRD

Bldg.

Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Fort Sumner,

N. M July 14, ig2i.
Notice is hereby given that McKinley
Robieon, of Elkins, N, M. who, on May
15, iojo, made orig H. E. No. 01935,
R. 26-for NEX, Sec. 35, T.
and additional H. E. 019739, for
HX, Section 31, NWtf, Sec. 35,
N. M.
Township
Range 20-P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final three year proof, to
estalish claim to the land above described, before Alvin C. White, U. S.
Commissioner, in his office at Kenna,
N. M. on the 24, day of Aug. 1921.
1 92 1.
Claimant names ts witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
F. Van Eaton, Ollie L.Wright,
John
Lon L. Masou, William Scott, Lee
Leroy
L. Ballard, Ralph T. Ramage,
all
of
B. Eoff, Charles S. Tolar,
jis.aio,
of
N. M.
all
Elkins,
j2g
Upton, N. M.
: W.
Rsgister.
R.
McGill.
Register.
Emrnctt Patton.

ji0j8
Emmett Patton, Register.

"Cemmis3iener,

Rcoin 12,

Office

Notice for Publication

JiOTICE

31-E-

0-

Specialty

-

d.

I

Door South W Po.t Ofikt,

Phone:

'

Kenna Hotel.

Fto

A

S,

Ban 6. iiavage,

Dr. A. J. Evans,
Obstetrics

I.-m-

agotloatloB

'13

if

ot're lor PnMIentlon.
ppptirtmput of tho Interior
V. S.
Office nt Roswell, N. M.
June 4,n)2t.
Notice is hereby given that Claude
F. Wortham, of Leeray, Texas, who oil
July 12, igiP, made add Hd. E., No.
Section 22, Town03617, for
M.
N.
Range 31-ship,
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-tiont- o
make finnl three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Alvin C. White, U. S.
Commissioner, at NW,V, Sec. Ten T.
,
N.M. on the 14 day of
R.
July 1921
Claimant names an wltneaae:
Robert L. Ilollis, Mary E. Ilollis,
John II. Miller, these of Elida, N. M,
Fred B. Berryhill, of Kenna, N, M.

of your Abstract business.

Mrs. Maud Smith,
Portales,
--

''

Pres.'

New Mexico.

Notice for Publication
ISOLATED TAKCT
Dartmeat of tha Interior, U. 8.
Laud Offloa at Pert Matnaar. N. M..
June 13, ig2i.
Notice is htreby given that, as
by the Cominitsioner of tha
General Land Office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., Pursuant to the
applicationof GeorgaE. Taylor, Serial

J'ri

CL--

I

There are hundreds of thousands of this type of young men in the Philippines.
They are to be the future rulers of the destinies of the Islands.
The Filipino has been much misrepresented in the United States. This is
lurgely, bceuu.se the Sunday supplements have made a specialty of
inn
the
hill tribes us "typh ul" Filipinos, which
Is fur from the truth.
The totul population of the Philippines is ic,:iro,;to, of 'which
ure Christians and civilized, and have
been so for SiX) yeurs, possessing a culture and refinement that will compare
favorably .with that of other countries.
is S.'k",- The number of
g

seuii-iiuke-

non-Chri-

o,i'-,-T-

und only a small percentage of
them are uncivilized. They' are fast
becoming cd'ieuted, nnd will ultimately make good citi.t-ns- .
Seventy per cent of the Inhabitants
of the Philippines over ten years of
age, according to the hist census, uro
literate. This Is a higher percent ago
of literacy than that of any South
American country, higher than that of
Spain, and higher than that of any
of the New Republics of Europe whose,
Independence Is being guurunteed by
,
the Allies.
CUS,

I

THE KENNA

Looking Up

J, i$W

4T?

-

(AQRES5IN)
Cents psr do??. On3 do3e give3 life immunity. "J
We sold over 20 000 doses last year, every
'
body using it had perfect results.

15

OWL
Roswell,

J, Williams

it

A. V. Holland

Rev. J. N. S. Webb of Boaz,
attended church here last Sun-

q
,

II

0

o

E. White,

H.

Kenna,
S

r

Wr

yWr

tf
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Department of the Interior
U. S. Lan3 Office at Fort Sumner, N.
M. July 14, 1921.
Notice is hereby
given that Wilburn V. Carter, of Roswell, N. M. 1OO S. Lee St. who, on Oct.
20. igaOi made orig. H. E. No. Oi835r,

for Lots

EtfSWX, SEX, Sec. 18,
3.
R. 22-T.
and on July g, 1920,
made add H. E. 018855,
Lots 1.
2. EtfNWV.NEtf, Sec, 18, Twp.
Kange 22-N.
M. P. Meridian,
bat filed notice of intention to make
final three year proof, to establish claim
to the land aboved described, before
Don C. Savage, U. S. Commission-er- ,
at Koswell, N. M. on the 24 day of
Aug rysi.
Claimant names
rtVatJoea:
VWren K. Williams, ArthurL. Holly, Jesse E. Holly, Lawrence H, Cross-land- ,
all of Roswell, N. M.
jisaig
W. R. McGill, Register.
4--

f'

4--

i

Office,

Fort Sumter,

New

Mexico,

Schools Are Making Filipinos
An English Speaking Race

1

18,

1921.

.

d.'--

Lawrencs II. Cross-landArthur L. Holly, Wilburn V. Carter, Jesse E, Holly,
all of Roswell, N. M.
j 15 aig
W. R. McGill,
Kegiotei

,

-

LOCALS

-

ieo-pl- e.

.

1

g

When Pewey sailed Into Manila
Pay there were 2,100 private schools
In the Islands. Today there are 6V00
chools and colleges, with 17,000 Filipino teachers and about 1.1HX) other
teachers, 841 of whom are Americans.
The University of the Philippines Is
the center of learning of the entire
Orient, and Is the pride of the Filipino people. It lits an enrollment of
Santo Tomas univer3,000 students.
sity of Manila, older than Harvard, Is
another famous seat of learning.
The school system Includes normal
schools, agricultural colleges, twenty-sevefurm schools, a nautical school
and a school for the deaf and blind.
The Filipino pupil, in addition to
learning Kngllsh and in addition to his
regular studies, learns basket Making,
embroidery and bat weaving, the
trudes peculiar to the islands, as wrell
as the domestic sciences and pedagogy.
There are more positions t hit u can be
filled by the trade school and commercial college graduates. The trade
and agricultural schools produced,
worth of goods in 1919.
There Is nothing that the Filipino
people take more pride In and that
laws.

Mrs. Lee Wilson

arrived this
week from Houston, Texas, to
vUit her paren-tsMr. and .Mrs.
W, A. Fry.
W.

BUAZ

NEWS.

W. C. Ratten went. to Clovis,
II. Sherman and family
on Wednesday of this wetk.

Gerald

Ownby

left, for his

home in Roswell, last Saturday.
W. C. Ratten from Matador,
Texas, has been visiting his
friend, W. A. Shira the past

week.
A. L. Nix spent a few days in
Roswell, last week.

,

'

w:

A iff-- h

M.

.

4--

vva!

A Miscellaneous shower was
given last Tuesday evening at
"I the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Cooper for the new bride, Mrs.
Inr- --Syk--J:
tL-- z
:
Bide Thomas. About
an EngMeh epeaklnf
friends were present and the Thii ia the type of echoolroom that l rapidly making Philippines.
of the 10,500,003 Inhabitants of the
out
nation
young bride was the recipient of
If n teacher In a public school In they are more grateful to the United
many beautiful and useful gifts.
Philippines desires to punish a States for, than their school system,
the
The hostess served delicious ice
declared by many comclilltl. she doesn't have to apply the which has been
to
close
be one of the finest
petent
a
cream
and
cake
of
critics
the
at
Dodrill Tire Company does
ruler She simply sentences the offend- In the world. While the system waa
very
pleasant
afternoon.
school
awuy
ing
from
pupil to remain
Guaranteed Vulcanizing ana ReImplanted In the Islands by Ameria few days l
cans, every rent of the cost has beca
treading. Satisfaction GuaranThis Is the most severe punishment cheerfully borne by the Filipino
C. H. SDrierars is at Elkins.
teed.
Roswell. N. M.
The schools are making an Engshe enn Inflict, for Filipino children
this week moving houses for take an almost ahnnrmal pleasure In lish speaking race of the Filipino naMiller and Lusk.
going to school and acquiring an edu- tion. Kngllsh Is the ofllclal language,
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. King and
legislature, In nnd It Is declared will continue to be
cation. The
is grunted.
two daughters, arrived Wednesresponse to the popular demand for when Independence
boys and girls ar
Filipino
"The
"schools, and still more schools," Is well hphinced, docil and Industrious
day from their home at Bryan,
Dr.
Chas,
constantly Increasing Its appropriaA.
Staehlin
Texas to visit Mrs. Kings father
tions for education, but the schools can
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Optemetmt and Optician
scarcely be constructed fust enough to
enrollment
Brockmon, and Mr. Kings uncle, EYE GLASSES THAT SATISFY. en re for the
The school enrollment Is now 8'.KJ,(X)l)
A. II. Eaves and family.
Roswell, New Mexico.
without any compulsory attendencp

N.

are here from Knox City, Texaf,
Notice is hereby given that Warren K. visiting their parents, Mr. and
Williams, of Roswell, N. M, who, on Mrs. J. M. Sherman.
Oct. g, igig, made orig. Hd. E. No.
O18825, for Sji, Sec. 3, T.4-S- ,
R.
and on July 7, 1920, made additional
Wesley Wilkinson who got in
H. E. oi882g, for Nji, Seo3, Twp.
jured
a few weeks ago by falling
Range ai-N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to from a windmill tower at the
make ' final three year proof, to Wilkinson ranch south of town
establish claim to the land above describ- h not able to walk yet without
ed, before Dan C. S ivage, U. S. Com- the assistance of crutches but
missioner, at Rosw.'U, N. M. oh the
he is much better and went
of Aug iq2i.
24
to the ranch last Saturday.
Clt.lifc.v,t names at wltnaaaes:

July

N. M.

0. Eave3 and family tf Dallas,
Texes, are expected to arrive in
a few days to spend about a
month visiting Mr. Eaves parents
Mr. and Mrs. A.. II. Eaves and
family.

,

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior U.S. Land

North Va., St.

RosweJI,

thirty

JfOTICE

Farm

day.

Geo. E. Taylor was down
from Texico, this week calling
on his customers.

For Sale By

Acre

who spent the

past week at the A. H. Eaves
home south of town left Tuesday
for Houston. Texas.

o

4

New Mexico.

F. M. Logan,

Presiding Elder Jonea of Roslast Sunday and
delivered three fine sermons
during the day.
well, was here

Try a sack today. Its GUARANTEED
If Not Satisfied, Bring it Back and
Get Your MONEY.

-

at Greenfield, on Santa Fe Rail Road, 20 mile3 south
of Roswell, all under irrigation and cultivation. 200
stands Bee3 with galvanized tops, Bee house extracting aperatus complete. 4 room concrete dwelling
with 2 porches and bath. Yield last year $2,800.00
Owner is to old to care for 2 farms. Write or phone.

sister of Mrs. Harold Crosby
arrived Wednesday from Oklahoma, for an extended visit at
the Crosby ranch.

Why pay freight on flour. The Roswell
Milling Co., is making the best grade of patent
FLOUR from Pecos Valley wheat. Keep your
money at home. What is the sense in helping
Kansa farmers tword prosperty when a good
FLOUR is made here at home?

-

Ten

Lee Robertson and brother
Robert and family were up from
Boaz, last Saturday.

RoswcU, New Merica.

u
oI
o

CO.

DRUG

For Sale!

M. W. Kodges was up from
Roswell, the first of the week
looking after his ranch here.

-

Patronize Home'
Industry

mt

Blackleg: Vaccine P. D. & Co.

A

w

0rr

rfCN

cv

W. A Fry transacted business
in Roswell, yesterday.

While you're getting that
cool and comfortable underwear- take a look at
the shirt3.

E.

rfrOt-.Px!''L-c-

G. R. Benz was up fJom his
home at Artesia, the first of the
week attending to livestock in
terest here.

popular with all classes of
men.

-0-

fr

0-

to those hew shirts we
have. For there's never
been anything quite so

L.)

CO ft D

Littlefield and children motored
t ) R )ew ell, Wednesday to atter d
the wedding of Miss Minerva
BconeandD. N. Pope of Ros- well. Miss Boone f3 the oldest i
daughter of Mrs. Mildred Boone

They're
--

R E

A coupie of the Webb childMr. and Mrs. W. P. Littlefield.
A.
and
R.
Buford
ren have been on the sick list
Mr. and Mrs.
T.
Geo.
and
Mrs.
the past few days.
little son, Mr.

n

V

If

University of the Philippines which
Has an Enrollment of 3,500 Students.
pupils," says Junius IJ. Wood, who was
sent to the Islands by the Chicago
Iaily News to Investigate conditions
there. "To attend school Is a privilege to a Filipino child or young man,
not an unwelcome duty. In the cities
those who work days go to school at
night.
"Today there is hardly a barrio
where youngsters cannot be found who
of the house
speak Kngllsh.
of representatives and eighteen of tlia
twenty-fou- r
senators speak Kngllsh. In
the next election, In VJ2'2, the young
men of the new schools will be stepping Into control, and the first great
goal of the public school system will
have been reached."
One-thir-

d

THE KENHA RECORD
SYL1PT0L1S

mum

he can add materially

GROW MORE FOOD
FOB FAMILY USE

DREAD

Mrs. Wilson's Letter Should
Necessary
Be Read by All Women
Clearfield, Pa. "After my last child
last September I was unable
to do all of my own
work. I had severe
pains in my. left side
every month and had
fever and sick dizzy
spells and such pains
during my periods,
vhich lasted two
weeks. I heard of
Lydia E. Pinkham's

to Save Shipping
Costs on Water in Face of
Lessened Returns.

was born

Vegetable

J?
'.
it a trial.

Com-Dou-

doinir nthr-rI so much good and
I thought I would (rive

I have been very glad that I

did, for now I feel much stronger and do
all of my work. I tell my friends when

they ask me what helped me, and they
think it must be a grand medicine. And
it is. You can use this letter for a testimonial if you wish. "Mrs. Harry A.
Wilson, R. F. D. 6, Clearfield, Pa.
The experience and testimony of such
women as Mrs. Wilson prove beyond a
doubt that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound will correct such troubles by removing the cause and restoring the system to a healthy normal condition. When such symptoms develop
as backaches, bearing-dow- n
pains, displacements, nervousness and "the
blues"a woman cannot act too promptly
in trying Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound if she values her future comfort and happiness.

EEST

TO

GROW NECESSITIES

Specialized Farming Has Created PePoultry Is
culiar Conditions
Quickest Meat Supply to Pro.
duce on Farm.
by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
"The American fanner Is not going
to be able this year to pay freight on
water," said a department official.
"Water makes up a large part of fresh
fruits and vegetables. The answer Is
that he must grow bis own table food.
He must also study the possibilities of
substitution. This applies to vegetables, fruits, poultry, eggs nnd dairy
products which must be transferred
(Prepared

from commercial channels to home
consumption If they are to come within the reach of the average farmer's
family.
Peculiar Condition Created.
"Specialized farming has created
conditions of which comparatively few
persons are aware. The grain farmer
in many instances buys even his pota- -

Disclosures.
"I understand Unit one of the figures In that scandalous litigation lias
heon Invited by publishers to write a

"

don't you s'pose she gets
tired of us kids sometimes?" explained

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles,
Famous since 1696. Take regularly and
keep in good health, In three sizes, all
druggists.
Guaranteed as represented.
Look for the name Cold Medal ea every bos
mud accept do imitation
i

A vjSuB SEgEz

VJSth

Gao

Ezfcnlc DH1133 Relief
"I have been awful sick with gas"
writes Mrs. W. H. Person, "and
r"T" 18 n" 1 080 gt!t t0 g1ve Ule
Acidity and gas on the
quickly taken up and carried stomach
out by
Katonle, then appetite and strength
me back. And many other bodily
miseries disappear when the stomach
s right. Don't let sourness,
belching,
bloating, Indigestion and other stoiu-iu;Ills go on. Take Katonlc tablets
inter you eat see how much better
you feel. ISig i,nX costs only a
trifle
with your druggist's guarantee.
h

rfiM
Known as

"that good land"
it-- and

Is
n

a Good

Source of

Food.

.

OF

LIME

you

one-acr-

will hnoiv why

11

uniLL TONIC

Not Only For Chills, Fever and Malaria
BUT A FINE GENERAL TONIC
U
i mold br

irmmwUl,

yriu Arthnr r.tf

EMPRESS LOST HER AITCHES
Eugenie's Struggles With Unfamiliar
English Must Have Been Amusing
to Her Hearers.
well-know- n

e

Age-Heral-

P.. LUtII.

WOULDN'T

e.

TAKE ANY CHANCE

Girl Had Little Confidence

in Young

Man's Courage, and Apparently
With Good Reason.
He had been keeping her company
eight years and had never even mentioned marriage and-jshhad decided
to gl,ve him a strong hlnty the first
opportunity she had. It came during
one of the early spring days. As they
started for a walk Into the country
she caught up a bright red sweater
to wear. He touched her arm. "I
wouldn't wear that If I were you,
Grace," he said. "The field In which
the violets grow best has a Jersey
bull in It and"
"Oh, then I won't wear it," she said
emphatically, throwing the red sweater on the rack. "If In eight years you
haven't got enough courage to rescue
me from an npproachlng splnsterhood
I know you wouldn't have enough In
a few minutes to save me from an
approaching bull." Indianapolis News.
Not Capable.
Five business men compose the
Terra Haute school board. Their duties are manifold, but still there are
n few things they cannot do.
Even
the public recognizes that, as this
little story will prove. A teacher, who
has a very uncouth child in her room,
sent the mother a note, telling her
that if she did not have the child
cleaned up and her hair trimmed she
would report her to the school offy

icials.

The next morning the child returned
clean, nnd with her hair bobbed. She
also carried a note which read : "Dear
Miss This Is to Certify that the
school board did not bob my child's
hair. ' I had a respectable barber do
It." Indianapolis News.

show you

of Lead Spray Will Prove
Shells, Refuse of Many Button ArsenateSatisfactory to Destroy
Factories, Arc Most Excel,
Various Insects.
lent for the Soils.
green cabbage worm can be
Clam shells, which are refuse from
factories, make killed with an arsenate of lead spray
many button-cuttinvery fine lime to add to the soil, gays In which laundry soap has been mixed
the soils, experiment section of the to make It adhere to the leaves. This
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Sta- treatment will also kill the cabbage
tion. If used, they should be ground. looper nnd- otner cabbage worms.
Nicotine sulphate or kerosene emulsion
They will then provide a
and soap should be used agaliut the
product.
harlequin cabbage bug and plant lice
or "aphis."
Watch for Cabbage Worms.
cabbage
for
the
cubbage
Watch
Unfortunate Farm Home.
worms. Paris green and
That home Is Indeed unfortunate
n
lime dusted over the plants early
that does not have a good green lawn
the morning while the dew Is on the and
plenty of shade rtees about it
p!ifnts will keep the Insects In check.
these warm days.
Growing Good Cabbage.
Watering Garden Plants.
Continued thorough cultivation Is
One thorough watering Is better for
necessary to produce good crops of garden plants than frequent
light
cabbage.
sprinkling.
-

high-qualit-

Farm Accounts Help,
Farm accounts make the farm more
account.

vay

.Increasing numbers of people
who could not or should not
drinlc coffee and who were
on the lookout for .something
to take its place have found
complete satisfaction in

li iltlKMtiJi'ii

g

Remedy for Bugs.
Poisoned bran Is the specltlc remedy for rut worms and grassbonuers.

I

TIiqus ands

Clam

Specific

entirely vegetable and pleasant to
take and Is a perfect substitute for
calomel. It Is guaranteed to start your
liver without stirring you up Inside,
and can not snlivate.
Don't take calomel I It can not be
trusted any more than a leopard or
a wild cat. Take Dodson's Liver Tone,
which straightens you right up and
makes you feel fine. Give It to the
children because It Is perfectly harmless and doesn't gripe.

r.

PASTURES

air-slak-

PLUG TOBACCO

Qri

-

r -

Home-Grow-

GOLD MEDAL

v

The Garden

When the body begins to stiffen
and movement becomes painful it
is usually an indication that the
kidneys are out of order." Keep
these organs healthy by taking

f'.wjawat-.- :

:

neighbor.
"Well,

'y

sV"

"Your mother's getting to be an
awful gadabout, Isn't she?" said the

SQUEEZED
TO DEATH

Calomel loses yon a day! You know
Miat calomel Is. It's mercury; qulck-lilveCalomel Is dangerous.
It
trashes Ihto sour bile like dynamite,
ramping nnd sickening- you. Calomel
attacks the bones and should never be
put Into your system.
When you feel bilious, sluggish,
tonstlpnted nnd all knocked out nnd
believe you need a dose of dangerous
ralomel Just remember that your drug-rls- t
sells for a few cents a large bot-U- e
of Dodson's Liver Tone, which is

KILL GREEN CABBAGE WORMS

said

if

trn

Says You Cannot Gripe, Sicken, or Salivate Yourself if
You Take "Dodson's Liver Tone" Instead

awe-struc- k

'Sa,

rs rr

PULOU

SUPERIOR QUALITY

Probably So, Probably So.
George, seven years old, Is one of a
family of children. A neighbor found
llieru home alone one day and asked
George where his mother was.

George.

r

toes and green vegetables; the fruit
farmer buys his dairy products; and
even the man who raises milk for
creamery, condensary or cheese factory Is likely to send his cream or
milk away, feed the skim milk or whey
to the calves, and not make his own
butter. This year, Just as far as possible for him to alter his system tu
a single season, the department officials advise that he get back to the
old plan which was aptly described as
'living at home.' This means not so
much remaining on the farm as It
does deriving every practicable product for consumption from the farm.
"The average American farmer
knows how to raise other crops than
those on which he specializes, but It
has seemed good business, or at least
expedient, to devote his energies to
very few or even a single cash crop
and buy his necessities, Just as Is
done In other specialized Industries.
The grain farmer Is perfectly capable
of raising his own potatoes, his green
garden ' stuff, and melons,
tomatoes
and other garden fruits, to take the
place of orchard fruits which In many
parts of the country have been killed
by the late freezes. If the farmer has
a piece of really good garden ground

REST YOUR TIRED FEET

I guess,"

I

Dr. Ethel Smyth, the
composer, who was for 30 years nn
Intimate friend of the late Empress
ARE BEST FOR SHEEP Eugenie, tells the following amusing
story concerning their flrst meeting:
"The occasion I am speaking of,
From "10 to 14 Days fs Long when I first came Into personal contact with her, was a meet of the harEnough on Same Ground.
riers, which took place, at her special
request, at Farnborough hall. She
came out onto the gravel sweep In
Basis of 1 Acre to 25 Animals Is More front of the house, and her manner
Satisfactory Than Seeding Larger
was more gracious and winning than
Areas Smaller Lots Are
any manner I had previously seen,
Convenient.
as she bowed right nnd left to the
field, saying repeatedly :
(Prepared by the United States Depart" 'Put on your 'nts ; I pray you, put
ment of Agriculture.)
For health and for economical use on your 'ats.
"The master then was presented,
of the pasturage It Is undesirable to
keep sheep on the same ground more and she really and truly did remark
than from ten to fourteen days, say to him as, If you come to think of
specialists of the United States De- It, she naturally would T 'ope the
partment of Agriculture, In discussing" 'ouuds " will find the 'are near the
Chicago American.
the question of raising sheep on tem- 'ouse.'
porary pastures. The most generally
The Dull Season.
useful size of lot Is one acre to 25
"It's kinder dull around the' old
sheep. This area, on an average, furhome place," remarked the sleepy
nished In experiments 14 days' feed.
Arranging the size of lots on the looking native.
"Why, you have a swarm of children
bnsls of One acre to 25 sheep Is more
satisfactory than seeding larger areas and nt least a dozen dogs." said the
r.nd using hurdles, to permit advance tourist.
"Yep, but I guess th' warm weather
to fresh feed each day. Less labor Is
necessary, nnd by going to entirely has sorter taken all th' pep out of th'
new ground after ten or twelve days young varmints. They alnt had a fight
the danger of picking up parasite In nigh onto a week an' there ain't been
larvae on ground grazed over earlier a tramp In these parts In so long th'
Is prevented. With a
lot for dawgs nln't glttln' th' exercise they
25 ewes, or correspondingly larger need." Birmingham
ones for larger flocks, It Is an added
Most men appreciate the nonsense of
advantage If their length Is two or
a pretty woman far more than they
three times the breadth.
With a heavy crop of forage that do the sense of n homely one.
would last longer than was considered
afe to hold the flock on the same
ground, a short piece of cross fence
can readily be put down to divide the
pasture Into two parts. The smaller
lota are also convenient with purebred
flocks to provide for the separate pasturing of smaller lots of ram and
ewe lambs.
Movable fencing Is not likely to be
satisfactory for the outslde-lo- t
fences
unless the whole area to be used lies
In a long strip with side fences, when
only two end pieces need to be In place
at one time for the ground being
grazed.

AT.LE.N S FOOT KA8B, the antlaeptle
powder to be shaken into the shoes, stops
the pain of corns and bunions, and gives
nulck relief to .wanting, callous, tired, aching, tender feet, blisters and sore spots. It
rests the feet, keeps them cool and comfortShoes and stockings wear twice as
able.
long when you walk In comfort.

downtown,

H.MI

er

TEMPORARY

untold?"

"She's

g

n

book."
"Can It be possible," rejoined Miss
Cayenne, "that miythlng has been left

George.

to the variety
and wholesomeness of the farm food
supply with scarcely any expenditure
except for seeds, and seeds, fortunately, are lower this spring than for several years.
Poultry Most Important Meat Supply.
"The same may be said of poultry.
With the 'ncreased freight rates this
year, the general farmer's principal
meat supply will come out of his poultry yard, either In eggs or In table
chickens nnd other fowls. Poultry Is
the quickest meat supply to produce,
and the farmer will do well to build
up a small flock as rapidly as possible.
The Increased freight rates on butter nnd eggs, together with the farm
money shortage due to the disappoint
ing returns from last year's crops, will
make It advisable for aiany, farmers
wives to return to the butter-makinarts which they learned as girls from
their mothers and which have been
largely discontinued as farmers became specialists.
"Fruit Is likely to be scarce In large
and Important farming regions, but Its
place can largely be- taken by vegetaTwo things are clear.
ble products.
(n the flrst place, the average farmer,
as It stands now, cannot afford to pay
freight on the water which makes up
the larger part of both fresh and
canned vegetables nnd fruits. In the
existing conditions
second place.-undhe can raise those things cheaper himself than he can buy them, and ho can
make many substitutes out of fVa
garden nnd poultry yard If he sets
out to do It He has the material for
the crops, while He Is short of money.
It Is not good business to run In debt
except for essentials of production."
The Department of Agriculture will
be glad to give Information and advice to those who wish to diversify
food supply.
their home-grow-

Postum has a smooth, rich
flavor that meets every re
quirement of a meal-tim- e
beverage, and it is free from
any harmful element.
Economical-Ma- de

Quickly

"There's a Reason
lade

l Fcstum Cereal

Company.Inc

Battle Creek, Michigan.
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The Summer Hat
Grown of Glory

COCKROACHES

ASPIRIN

MS9LV KILLED
TODAY

Name "Bayer" on Genuine
BIT USINQ

cigarette

Flats to suit every face, hats appropriate for every occasion and hats
that are, above all, seasonable for the
time of year during which they are to
be worn, Is the Ideal that modistes
have had In mind for many months,
the object toward which they have
been- steadily working. And, writes a
style authority, Judging from the millinery that Is presented for the midsummer, season, their ambitions have
been realized.
Those who design and make clothes
deserve a great deal more of public
approbation than they ever receive.
They are criticized time and again for
forcing the sales of costly andjUnsea-sonabl- e
merchandise and for stowing
models much in advance of the season
for the sake of obtaining new business
and making the clothes which women
already uave appear a pace behind
fashion.
,
g
person In exThe most
istence could not Justly accuse milliners of not having done their very
best this year to keep dress In Its
logical place In regard to the season.
For the sunny months they have made
an extensive showing of typical summer bats. They have made the
hat, that so becomingly
shadows the face, rival the smaller
hat to a degree not seen before.
Largs Capeiinee Vie With Toques.
So much publicity has the wide hat
recently received that women might
be led to bellevj that the small hat
-

((s?Grt)))

fault-findin-

wlde-trimni-
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7l Preserve

and keep all
household linen

spotlessly white
and in perfect
condition use

lO- -

fr

Red Cross

Ball Blue
in the laundry
every week.

Sit

rsotning else will
take its place and nothing else
is just as good. All grocers, 5c

Cuticisra Soap
SHAVES
Without Mug

CutleormSoapiithefBTOrlUforMfetyrmitorahavinc.

Lucky Daddy.
When Clnrencu wus a Hinnll boy lie
delighted in having some one cull up
the olllce nnd let him tnlk to his father
over the phone. One day, when waiting expectantly to hear his father's
familiar voice, It was his' father's stenographer who answered.
She said : "Why, Clarence, he Isn't
In Just now. Is there anything I could
do for you?"
Clarence was, slightly puzzled, but
answered quickly : "Well, I only wanted to give him a kiss, but I can give It
to you and you can give It to him."
Some men have such weak eyes they
actually couldn't tell the truth If they
saw It.

was about to pass from the realm of
fashions. This Is not so. Even If
It were we would be no better off, for
we still would be following one line
In fashions without the variety that
we should have, and the difficulty of
finding a becoming hat would be as
great as ever.
Hats prepared for the midsummer
are of Infinite variety, from large
capellnes to tiny toques. The tendency recently has been toward larger
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Following In the wake of the cn.sse
for certain types of tailored things,
very smart tailored styles In hats have
recently come Into unusual prominence.
These are made In both crepe de chine
and strow. Occasionally taffeta facings In brilliant colors are noted, and
especially desirable Is changeable taffeta, which gives a marvelous color
tone.
One of the most popular of the
tailored models Is a hat In shiny black
straw trimmed with a braided band of
This
bright green crepe de chine.
was brought out earlier In the season
and Its popularity has Increased.
.
hats hatfe In no wise
lost their prestige, for the most extraordinary styles In veils are Just
now being launched by leading milliners. A number of harem styles are
copied from the Syrian and Egyptian
headdresses.
An Egyptian type Is In black net
embroidered la colored cellophane. '
Folds of tulle or lace, scurfs and
scarf ends often are attached to one
or both sides of
hat and looped
d
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THK GENUINE

Stearns' Electric Paste
Take Aspirin only as told In each
package of genuine Bayer Tablets of
Aspirin. Then you will be following
the directions and dosage worked out
by physicians during 21 years, and
proved safe by millions. Take no
chances with substitutes. If you see
the Bayer Cross on tablets, you can
take thera, without fear for Colds,
Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
Earache, Toothache, Lumbago and
for Pain. Handy tin boxes of twelve
tablets cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoacetlcacldester of Salicylicacld.

Also SURF HFATfl to WMrbnpn, Ants, fUtn
and frftoe. Thr psiJi an the frraU't carrier of
dlAAjuie and MUHT UK jU.1JlX.1U.
'iliey destroy
boUi food avnd property.
IMnvtlon In 16 lanaro&ireft In erery box.
Heady for nsa-t-wu
alara Hfc and 11.60.
U. S. Ouvernment bujra It,

Wanted, f,!an to Take Orders
for made to measure combination raincoat,
topcoat and gabardine
prefer aomeone with

previous experteuce selling tailoring line
have a splendid proposition; low prices; attractive line In a watch form every garment
guaranteed. Address,
WABANSIA MANUFACTURING

Oakley Blvd. at Wabanaia Ave.,

CO.

Dept. N, Chicago
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The Truth Comes Out.
Ioomw.
u.. stop, all tmlo. ramrM enmfortto I
But, if you didn't frt,
nmkea w.lklnr vtav. 16a. br mill or at
Ulaeox Chemical Works, fatclwinia, K. X.
love me and pity my widowed state,
why did you marry me?
Her Latest Husband Madam, I
f """'"rui rci uch
married you solely for the privilege lUllll WkJI COMPANY, alt klclalnii in. Clwan.
of spanking those fiendish brnts of
yours.
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.
The

Draff-fit-
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19H W. Main. Oklahoma City
Dealer! In School, Church Fnrnituro, Op or a
Chain. School Supplia. Call or write tor price
8i;PFLIE8 Surgical
and Drugs. Furniture, Dreaainica.
Sherman's Vaccines, Trusses, Sup

PHYSICIANS'

Bottl,
porters.

Iniitril-ment-

115 N.

a

Short Haul. Quirk Delivery.
OKLAHOMA PHYSICIANS' Bl'PPLY CO.
P. O. Uuz 1154
West
First
Ill
Oklahoma City, Okla.

there la

No Snbstltnte for Hotter. Ask your
grocery for MEADOW GOLD. We also afford you an outlet for your CREAM. If wi
are not represented In your town, ship to
US direct, or writs us for quotations,
BEATRICE CREAMJr.KY CO.
Oklahoma
Oklahoma City

Republic and Garford
Motor
Trucks
WILLIAMSON MOTOR CO.
510W. Main St.

uuiui y

Mitchell

JASPER SIPES COMPANY

in.

Cnnv Pnplex Tracks
Parts nnd Service

RHiMVr

hicuosomiio. f

Broadway

lAMiM.

TO.

Oassat

Oklahoma City

WEBSTER MAGNETOS

prices.
A full line of parts at wholesale
Anything electrical for Oas or Auto Engines
repaired.
PUl'NTY STORAGE BATTERY CO.
427 W. Main
Oklahoma City, Okla.

TAYLOR OIL ENGINES
5 BHP. to 6,000 BHP., for any purpose

PEERLESS

ICE MACHINES

ton upwards, for Meat Markets, Hotels,
Healaurants, and Cold Storage purposes,
loeless Refrigerators for household uee.
4

EQUIPMENT

STEPHENSON

CO.

Broadway Cent, Hotel, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Oklahoma City. Okla.

If You Suffer From Any

Learn the Best Trade on Earth

Kind of LUNG TROUBLE
Consult Me at Once

Special tow tuition: expert instructions; position guaranteed; free catalog. Colleges
Schwarse System of Barber
Oklahoma City, Okla.
106 W. California

KODAK FILMS DEVELOPED
PACKS 2So
Prints Ux3K or smaller, 4c: 24i
4)4, 6c; 3i4x6H, 4xC, or Postcards,
6o. Agents for Eastman Kodak Co.
THE SIAC ARTIirR COMPANY
Formerly Westfall Drug Co.
7
N. B'dw'y. Oklahoma City, Okla.

ROLLS lOo

N. S. SHERMAN MACHINE
AND IRON WORKS

In 9 years of experience, I have
not lost a single case who followed my instructions.
DAVID B. TEEM

fiffb

Cmorsancy Doctor for Carver Chiropractic Co(tot

Oklahoma City, Okla.

621 W. 9th St,
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Engineers,

Founders and Machinists
Grate Bars and Smokestacks

18
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to 36 East Main Street
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We do not ping tabes, but
we replace old tubes with new
tubes. HO a W. Mxcniid rJU

Oklahoma City

fit

HICOON GRANITE COMPANY

rut Mais St.

0

Qsarriare sh4

MBfaetsren at

Mausoleums, Monuments and Tablets
Bold

direct from Quarry
OKLAHOMA

PksesWslsstRM

fatVtT a

CITT, OKLA.

tilUit Carm. U. 1. 8. C, Pro. at
1 Etaas, IL Jitai as las.
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Muth Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
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WEST MAIN ST1EET
OKLAHOMA CITY
Phone M. 1463

For Best Results
Ship Your Live Stocft to

NATIONAL

LIVE STOCK COMMISSION
Paid-Ticapital, (100,000

CO, Inc.

OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLA.

Tna Largest and Best Equipped Automotaro
Kadis tor Plant in Oklahoma
Radiator departments
Bepalrinar
Building
Rebuilding
Kuamellng
Recorlnff
Mukera and Repairers
Third St. at Hsrrey, Opposite
Post Office. P... Waiaat 2222
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The Oldest Chartered Ctiroprac- tic College in the World

Oeaiat

SHI W.

129

RADIATORS

WIU

bnuala
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Better Dentistry
for Less Money

lamps

Our speuialtles:

K

West the Dentist

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Oklahoma
Fender

Models in Silk and Straw

for TKAINKD young people to fill wellpaid iitcn. tart ill lie, bookateepiiiji, bunking
and
(vomilli'fl posHlrtrm
arid
I run
bHp loll (t-- on or these big pay,
unity petitions
'ib ytara of my life la
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I
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fiouthvrsL
I have
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more ftiuacy
and I'll blp ,0U.
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fiueca Book. It tells ail about Uili
bif, huy builnfita college
the lirgeH
In OK!niiuma.
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No. 4 Blue Crepe de Chine, With
Pompon of Ostrich.
.
No. 6 Model
Showing Veil of Black Net Embrold.
ered In Colored Cellophane. No. 6
Tailored Hat of Black Straw and
Crepe de Chine.

hats, It Is true, but It would be futile
to say that they are going to be universally adopted, because they are not
becoming to every woman. It means
a great deal to a woman to have a
becoming hat.
The whole world Is
likely to appear a little more pleasant
to her, nnd It certainly has an excellent effect on her disposition.
In order to make It possible for
each woman to have her friends say,
"You could not have a more becoming
hnt," we must have shapes, sizes and
trimmings suitable for the fluffy coiffure, for simple, smooth halrdresslng
and for every type of face. And,
above all, there must be lints of every
color, for color Is very Important In
making headgear becoming.
Then, they must not all be of fabric. The fabric hat Is excellent, and
at the moment Is preferred to any
other, but here again we must be careful to avoid monotony and a pretty
straw hat may be found much more
beautifying than one made of silk or
ribbon. We too often hear that "they
ore wearing" such and such a thing.
For Instance, "They are wearing fnb-rl- c
hats." But the woman who wants
to be Individual and be becomingly
dressed will use her own Judgment
after having Informed herself regarding the trend of fashion, and this summer she will toke advantage of the
great variety of things offered her.
Large Proportions and Novel Types.
The thing that probably strikes the
eye first In viewing the new millinery
Is that the dimensions of hats In general have Increased. They are either
higher broader, or both. Some of the
real summery ones are of huge proportions. Among the small types are
two new forms recently launched at
Paris, In extraordinarily high crowned
effects after the 1830 style. These
are shown In dark hunter's green
straw and by the way, there Is a
strong tendency toward these dark
greens In millinery.
One such model was trimmed with a
huge rosette of straw placed at the
side back, and another with tall upstanding quills made of eagle feathers. Ever so many smartly dressed
women are affecting these curious
hats.
Next after the size one Is Impressed
by the lighter colors, especially- In the
nets, chiffons nnd organdies, which
afe so suitable for hot weather.
Among the light colors are lovely
Parma violet 'shades aui soft citron
hues.
Lovely models of organdie may be
embroidered in many hues that are
In contrast to the color of the organdie, but blend beautifully with it.
An example of this is seen In the embroidered hat.
Another charming model Is developed hi mauve organdie and trimmed
with cherries In cerise and mauve, and
a hat of blue georgetto crepe of a
soft shade with a crown of dyed straw
lace
One Is in French blue taffeta, white
organdie and blue tagaf straw. The
crown is of the straw, showing that
the modiste Is quite Impartial In her
use of materials, combining several In
one model.
Among the lovely things sent to
America Is a hat developed hi coral
pink crepe de chine trimmed with a
large scarf of metal embroidered In
pink silk.
Some
hats are In sailor
shape and faced with very bright
colored changeable taffetas for Instance, a sailor of black taffeta, the
brim faced with changeable red taffeta, trimming the hat with folded
bands of red and black.

it

gracefully.
Such trimming Is softening to the contour of the face and
likely to prove most becoming.
Cuiuiiliiniiihiiuiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiijiiinliiil
You will see thut we have qulto as
much choice In the matter of trimmings as we have In shape, size and Loolc
coloring. A few of the unusual forms When You yw. Get
Glasses
such as the straw rosette and eagle
feathers have been especially noted.
But for the midsummer the trimming that one sees In profusion Is
OFIiaM-IQMiflowers. There Is little novelty about
'ASSOCIATION
them and it Is true that they appear
OPTOMETRISTS
on the most conimerclul hats.
One of the smartest handbag models
It is your guarantee of efficiency,
was of black faille, very thin.
It
opened flat to reveal the white moire and the holder of same is backed
lining and a compartment for bills and by the State Optometrical Assn.
cards, one for a small change purse,
one for a mirror and another for a
nEF.IET.ICEn!
powder puff a great deal to be tucked
The OPTOMETRIST ALONE
away In such a small space.

for Tliis Emblem

Oklahoma City, U. S. A.
US TOl It itADIATUUS

Ml Batteries
Delco, Klaxon. Remy. Auto Lite, North

F' ?

Parts and Service.
All Makes of Starters, Generators Repaired.

Metropolitan Electric Service Co.
Phone Maple 83
Oklahoma City, OUa.
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hat proved his ability to properly

Washing Veils. '
fit your eyes with glasses, by passVeils can be washed In the same
way that laces are use warm soap ing the Oklahoma State Optomsuds. They should be pinued out oh etry Board and is the ONLY
something flat to dry, however.

OPTICAL SPECIALIST!

Accordion Pleating

Neatly done finest workmanship. Also
your Old Clothe Cleaned and Pressed
to look like new. Wrap in paper, send
parcel post; we do the rest promptly.
420
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BRITISHERS SHOULD MAKE MONEY

WILL STOP HOLDOUTS
Player Has

Chance

No

crease

In

of

ln

Pay.

Sentiment In Rank and File Towarde
Reviving Players' Fraternity-Ju- dge
Taft Is Suggested as
Head of Organization.
When Commissioner Landis handed
down his decision In the Groh case he
made ball players gasp. They saw the
on the wall, which meant
the end of holdouts, writes Richard
Guy In the Pittsburgh Leader. "Why,"
began one certain player, who ranks
high In the National league, "If a
player wants a raise In pay he does
not have a chance to get It now. If
he refuses to sign the club will let
him stay idle and then when he does
sign he has lost all the time bet'veen
the opening of the season and the
signing or his contract."
I asked the player what action
would be taken, and the reply was
that there is sentiment In the rank
and file towards reviving the Tlayers'
haud-writin-

V.

George

I

i

J

:

I

fraternity.
'
"The Fraternltv must be headed hv
a young.star In the majors," continued
tne star, "if an older player were se

lected the club owners would ditch
him quickly, but they could not a

moral

"
The British golfers Mitchell and Duncan did not come to this country on
the chance that they would do as well as Vardon and Ray did last year. As a
matter of fact, their tour should net them fully as much. Sixty matches have
been booked now and their schedule Is complete, but It is possible that a
match or two more may bo substituted at the last minute. There will be no
real hardships In playing out their program either, as it has been arranged,
so tnat they will sleep 38 nights In hotel beds Instead of on the train.

-

Charles W. Paddock of the Univerg
sity of California, whose
work during last spring established
him as the world's greatest sprinter,
declined to become captain of the university's 1922 track team.
"I've had trips to Belgium and Paris
and England, and Jaunts to the East,"
Paddock said In declining the honor.
record-breakin-

...

.

STRIPED LIZARDS.

wm

i

fx
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Commissioner Landls.
young star. My Idea Is to have a
celebrity like Judge Taft serye as the
head of the organization and handle
all cases."
The player, added that early In the
spring there was considerable Whte
pering In the ranks of the players with
the aim of reorganizing, and now that
the Groh case has been handled In a
manner that does not give any comfort to the athletes there Is expected
to be a revival In the talk of effecting
an organization.- DECLARES

MOSTIL

IS

HARD WORK
"Surely you want your little wlfa
to do you credit when she's out In
society?"
"Yes, but I have to do my creditors
t' keep you dressed to aa to do ma
credit."
A Trial Then.

A motorcar

la lota of fun

CRACK

Unleng the blame thing

la Enthusiastic Over
White Sox Player Will Set
League Afire.

km

v

Ought to Be There.
"Have you the 'Laughing Man,' by
Victor- - Hugo?"
Plans Set in Motion for Organization
"I don't know, ma'am," said th
Clarence Rowland, former manager
Along Same Lines as American
of the White Sox and present leader of new clerk, "but we have a large asInstitution.
the Columbus club In the American as- sortment of Joke books In the rear,
Those Interested In school athletics sociation, is enthusiastic over Johukiy Step this way, please."'
In China have' set In motion plans to Mostll, who conies to the Sox from
Too Valuable to Loae.
organize a Chinese amateur athletic Milwaukee. Rowland says that In a
Mrs. Her.peck Good gracious I This
union, along the lines of the Amateur short time Mostll will be the best bat- Is ridiculous I Here Is a woman claimAthletic union of the United States,
ing (15,000 compensation for the loss
following the Far Eastern games next
of her thumb
month. All of the leading educational
Mr. Henpeck Perhaps It was the
institutions have been asked to send
thumb she kept her husband under.
representatives to attend organization
Stray Stories.
meetings.
CHINA

1

Charles W. Paddock.

"I've been showered with honors
more than enough for one man. The BILL
PETERS IN BIG DEMAND
other fellows should have a chance.
So Tm going to vote for Bill
Catcher-Captai- n
of Yale Team It
Wanted by Philadelphia and
So, Bill Isenhouer. sprinter and quarBrooklyn Aggregation.
ter raller, was elected captain of the
1022 track team.
of the
Bill Peters, catcher-captai- n
Tale university baseball team, Is In
Macks Get College Hurler.
demand by National league
Walter Wolfe, southpaw twlrler of much Both the Brooklyn and Philaclubs.
Lebanon Valley college, has Joined delphia
clubs have made him offers.
the Philadelphia Americans.
He s clussed by experts as one of the
best college players developed In years,
Brown Is Green Leader.
lie hasn't made up his mind yet whethLeroy T. Brown of New York, hold- er or not to enter professional ball.
er of the Dartmouth high Jump record,
l as been elected captain of the track
Mutt Is Transferred.
team.
Dallas has turned Pitcher Mutt WU
Hams over to the San Antonio club.
Isen-houer- ."

Middies Will Loae Cap Moore.
Coach Dick Glendon of the United

States Naval academy champion

eight-oare- d

shell crew will lose only Moore,
No. 4 our and captain by this year's

graduation.

Gopher Star Flunks.
Hurl Martineau, football star at the
University of Minnesota, may not be
eligible fur next year's Gopher football
squad, aa he bus failed in oue subject.
Lockera for All at Yale.
Vide university will construct a clubhouse ou Its athletic field which will

have a locker for evry undergraduate

atiA clubroimiS f
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athletic

uncle.
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Will not run.

UNION FOR

"I've nlwnys been glad," said tha
Striped Lizard, "that I was not born
an ordinary llrnrrt.
had I
Thou;
lxen nn ordinary ll?.nrd I would have
made the best of It That Is, I would
have done so, unless I had found I had
been nble to run away from myself
and change myself into a Striped Lizard."
"You wouldn't have been able to
do that," sld the Striped Lizard's

"I suppose not," snid the Striped
Lizard, "but I am glad I was born a
striped lizard.
WHEREABOUTS OF CLARENCE.
"Of Course I mn nn pnullv nnil so
quickly that I always think that If
There was a ycung publisher in anything happens
at all I will be able
New York who made a "sudden" for- to run- - away
from it If I don't like It."
tune by appealing to a certain ele"Your talk sounds strange," said the
ment of the smart set. Having made
Striped Lizard's uncle, "but, then, you
his pile, the young man retired and
was seen less and less In his old aren't to blame."
"I really don't think I am," said tho
haunts.
"I have been never
"Where's Clarence?" some one asked Striped Lizard.
of a former business associate of the to school, never, never, never. If I!
were ever taken to school I would'
young man.
"Oh," was the reply, "Clarence Is up doubtless run away.
"Without a doubt I would do that.!
town now warming his hands at the
And then I would be called a truant
social register."
or something like that. I wouldn't!
mind being called a truant. It would'
In a Quandary.
"Have you finished with those let be better than eating up In school!
ters yet, Miss Pounders?" asked the and trying to learn about things which;
would never, never interest a lizard."!
busy man of affairs.
"I was ashamed at the way you al- -i
"All but the one you told me to com.
pose to your wife, saying you were ways think of running away from any- well and there was nothing to write
about."

Clarence-Rowlan- d
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NO AID TO BABE RUTH

The lively ball aids Babe Ruth
less than his rivals.
Big Bam has the might to swat
homers without the aid of extra
cork and rubber.
lie gets fewer good balls to hit
at than the other would-b- e longdistance swatters.
If he got his share, he'd be
getting his one or possibly two
swats per day.
Babe Isn't getting a square
deal. But, despite that, he Is
doing a fair business.
And before (be end of the year
he ought to knock his record of
84 into a cocked hat that is,
unless they quit pitching to him
altogether.
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"Do you er want me to make It
affectionate or formal?"

PADDOCK IS SPORT

World Sprint King, With "Honors
Enough" Declines to Become Captain of Team.
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Small Profit
The situation has reached an acute
stage.
"You forget, John Ilenry," she said.
by our mistakes."
"that we must-profi- t
"The only man who profited by our
mistakes was the clergyman who married us," snapped John Henry. London
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Johnny Mostil.

ter from the right side of the plate la
the Ameilcuu Uaigue ou base hits.
"Gleason Is particularly fortunate
In getting. Mostll," said Clarence. "lie
Is a brlllluut lielder, a swift uud sure
thrower to the Infield, and he Is fast
Tracy.
Dartmouth Electa
as greased llghtnlug on the bags. I
T. W. Tracy, '22, of New Britain, landed him for $150 in 1918 and I'm
Conn., lias been elected captain of the betting he sets the ltuua aflre on
Dartmouth college baseball team for of these days."
1022. lie Is a pitcher.
Michigan Captain.
Simmons
Walter H. Simmons,
Richmond,
Cartmell Retained by Weat Virginia.
bus been imnicl captain of the
Nate Cartmell, who 1ms been train- Mich.,
1U22 Michigan track team.
ing the football and basketball teams
and truck team of the University of
Twonibly Jolna Sox.
has
West Virginia fur the past ,
Cy Twombly, a riht-hanEJwIn
to
do similar work
been
fonnerly of Lflilgh uuivtsrslty,
pitcher
for the next
lias Joined the Chicago Whits Sox.
Connelly to Lead Wesley an.
Robert Ennnett Connelly of Webster, Muss., has been elected captain
of the 1022 We.sleyan baseball team.
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"How Are Your Stripes?"
thing you don't like," said the striped
Lizard's uncle.
"But, then, that is
your family training.
"And it is well that it Is that way.
too. For running has always been our
means of protection.
"When danger was near we ran.
notbecause we weren't brave enough,
but becrfuse we knew we couldn't protect ourselves in any other way.
And so you are always talking of
running away from anything you don't
like, which is Bensible."
"1 look very much like you, don't I,
Uncle?" asked the Striped Lizard.
"Very much indeed," said the Striped
Lizard's uncle. "You have a pointed
head, as I have, and a long, thin tall,
and you are graceful and lovely to
look upon."
"You don't flatter yourself, do you.
Uncle?" chuckled the Striped Lizard.
"What do you mean by that?" asked
the Lizard's uncle.
"Well, you see," said the Striped
Lizard, "you agreed that I looked lika
you.
And then you went on to say
that I had the same sort of a long
thin tall and the same kind of a
pointed head.
"Then you addej that I was lovely
end grace?l to look upon, go that
Is what you think of yourself, too."
"It is what I think of myself, most
assuredly," said the Striped Lizard's
uncle. "And why not; It Is the truth I"
"Cut most creatures don't think
of themselves as being beautiful when
they are," said the Striped Lizard.
"Foolish," said the Striped Lizard's
uncle. "But what did you mean by
telling me that I didn't flatter iuy- It seems to me that I did, though
one could hardly cull It flattery when
It was the truth."
"Oh, I meant that In Joke," said the
Striped Lizard. "I meant that you
really flatter yourself, but I suld it
the other way as a Joke.
'Creatures often Joke like that, you
know."
"I see," said the Striped Lizard's,
tiuele.
"Well, pray tell me, how are
your stripes?"
"Nicely, thank you, Uncle," said the
Striped Lizard.
"'ou see, when you grow older you
will lose your stripes and will weur
spots Instead.
Spots are more suitable for an older lizard. I'm not Quito
old enough as
t to have
i,., y
spot?, but my fcir!es still thotv.
yours are more
'i'iVA,
.)..,. r

NOT PARTICULAR
"Now you may kiss rr.y hand."
"No thank you, your Hps are qult
good enough for roe."

Just Like a Girl.
She atood bofora the mirror
With her eyes closed very tight.
And trlnd to Boe Juut how ah looked
Wher fust asleep at night
Hut-pu- r

Easy to Get.
"My wife Is suffering from

tell shook."

Eutttrt "Impossible !"
Harper "Not at ail. At breakfast
xliiy jihe broke un e.-- tJiat had f.,- a
lv " Londoa Aiiswera.
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